SuperTread Stair Nosings and Treads are sand finish castings with abrasive embedded to a minimum depth of 1/16 inch in the wear surface. Cross hatching or fluting is clean and well defined to a minimum depth of 1/16 inch.

**AVAILABLE IN:** CAST IRON, CAST ALUMINUM AND CAST BRONZE ABRASIVE IN LENGTHS UP TO 8'-0"
SuperTread Extruded Aluminum Nosings are manufactured with a base container of 6061-T5 extruded aluminum filled with an abrasive mixture of aluminum oxide and silicon blend, compacted and bonded by 100% solid epoxy. Manufactured in lengths up to 24'-0".

STANDARD COLORS ARE BLACK AND YELLOW. FOR ADDITIONAL COLORS, SEE COLOR CHART ON BACK OF CATALOG.

All nosings can be shipped with factory applied protective tape for a nominal charge, providing protection of exposed surfaces during installation.

SuperTread Nosings conform with the design requirements of OSHA’s barrier-free code for stairs in public buildings.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA TITLE 24 SAFETY STRIP

STATE OF CALIFORNIA TITLE 24 SAFETY STRIP

SOLID ABRASIVE NOSINGS

ANCHOR OPTIONS

STANDARD CONTINUOUS EXTRUDED

STRAP ANCHORS
1" wide, 12" O.C.

LEAD TAMPIN
For existing concrete.

WOOD SCREWS
For existing wood stairs.

WING ANCHORS
1" wide, 12" O.C.
Designed for the renovation of existing stairs, SuperTread Extruded Aluminum Staircovers fit over worn stairs and walking surfaces. Covers are available in a variety of widths from 6 to 11 inches (widths exceeding 6" are provided in two pieces) and lengths up to 20'-0". Installation is easily accomplished with lead tamps or wood screws. Nosings are available as shown while the back ends can be provided square or bevel cut. By using a combination of tongue-and-groove pieces, entire platforms can be covered providing safe, renewed walking surfaces.

**COLORS AVAILABLE**

SuperTread abrasive filler is readily available in 15 basic colors. The coloring pigment is blended with the abrasive filler assuring consistent color tone throughout the entire depth of the tread providing long lasting beauty. Black is stock standard color and will be supplied unless a optional color is specified. Special color blends are available upon request. Color samples are also available upon request.